
A Commentary on the Book of Proverbs 
Chapter 16:1-33: The Designs of the Heart 
 
Verses 1-15: Submit your plans to God: Human heart desires and makes plans but it is the Lord 
who weighs the fairness of human plans. God sees, evaluates human heart through his wisdom. 
So, it is wisdom’s role to judge human thoughts and deeds. Wisdom is enshrined in the word of 
God. God’s answer to what humans submit to God is wisdom’s answer. Proverbs remind all that 
human propositions, judgments are not infallible; often human motives are deceptive.  
Deuteronomy 8:17: ‘beware lest you say in your heart, my power and the might of my hand 
have gotten me this wealth’. The Lord who is righteous  can see through human intentions; his 
wisdom constantly inspires humans to know the right path. Wisdom assists humans to know 
the mind of God, the blessings inherent in the commandments of God. One may have plans but 
for the future and its benevolence to unfold to us, one must trust in God. The heart that 
indulges in folly and hates wisdom is indifferent to God; evil has its own evil end! 
 
Pride in the heart [denial of divine wisdom] and haughty eyes [contemptuous] are an 
abomination to the Lord. On the other hand, a wise person is kind and receives mercy of God. 
Kindness/compassion is a twin of love, what builds relationships of friendships. Just living is true 
riches in the eyes of God; wealth and poverty have only relative significance for the Lord. All 
great schemes of humans can be thwarted by one false step! A person of wisdom seeks 
harmony between his/her heart’s desires and the guidance of the Lord. Wisdom guides one’s 
steps to wellbeing and works to end enmity by turning hearts to the Lord’s way. Verses 10-15 
give instructions to kings/rulers: justice must be the principle with which a ruler governs and 
justice is God’s own attribute. Rulers have to eliminate corrupt practices in society and 
extortionists must be dealt with to safeguard the rights of the poor/common folks. Power given 
to people in authority is to do good, to serve! An unjust king/ruler can be deadly [mad kings and 
autocrats]; justice is a light in the ruler’s eyes to establish fairness in society. 
 
Verses 16-33: Fear of the Lord/love of wisdom: there is nothing greater than wisdom given to 
humankind to possess. Proverbs often contrast between pride and humility. Pride sure is a 
stumbling block, associated with wealth, a sufficiency that denies God. A haughty heart cannot 
understand wisdom; a humble heart is drawn to God. Wisdom [word of God] is described as 
honey; meditation on wisdom’s words inspire goodness, happiness; it enlightens one’s rational 
faculties [reason and will]. Proverbs see life as a journey, a struggle [Ecclesiastes 6:7: ‘all human 
toil is for the mouth but the appetite is never satisfied’]. A villain’s speech is like fire that burns 
and a gossiper creates discord among friends. A wise person practices self-control. All that 
exists is God’s creation and everything moves within his eternal wisdom. While proverbs advise 
to live justly both in riches and poverty, no explanation is given why some are poor and 
disadvantaged [Sirach 15:11-14: ‘do not say it was God’s doing that I fell away…when he 
created humankind, he made them subject to their own free choice’] ‘Man proposes but God 
disposes’; in everything God’s purposes prevail! 
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